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surface, and out of single cedars constructed canoes
capable of navigating the open sea and carrying fifty or
sixty men. Their art was bold and exotic, and as compe-
tent as any that a primitive people has achieved.

The culture of the Northwest Coast fell into ruin dur-
ing the latter part of the last century. Our first-hand
knowledge of it therefore as a functioning civilization is
limited to those tribes that were described a generation
ago, and it is only the Kwakiutl of Vancouver Island
whose culture we know in great detail. For the most part,
therefore, the description of this culture will be that of
the Kwakiutl, supplemented by the contrasting details
that are, known from other tribes and by the memories
of old men who once took part in what is now a van-
ished civilization.

Like most of the American Indians, except those of the
Southwest pueblos, the tribes of the Northwest Coast were
Dionysian. In their religious ceremonies the final thing
they strove for was ecstasy. The chief dancer, at least at
the high point of his performance, should lose normal
control of himself and be rapt into another state of exist-
ence. He should froth at the mouth, tremble violently and
abnormally, do deeds which would be terrible in a normal
state. Some dancers were tethered by four ropes held by
attendants, so that they might not do irreparable damage
in their frenzy. Their dance songs celebrated this mad-
ness as a supernatural portent:

The gift of the spirit that destroys man’s reason,
O real supernatural friend,! is making people
afraid.

The gift of the spirit that destroys man's reason,
O real supernatural friend, scatters the people
who are in the house.2

1 That is, Cannibal at North End of the World, the supernatural patron of
the dancer, in whose power he dances.

2 That is, they flee in fear.


